The hypothesis that endothelial-derived relaxing factor (EDRF) is nitric oxide (NO) has stimulated a wealth of research into the significance of this novel, intriguing molecule. Given its short life, many forms of storage and targeting have been postulated: among these, a pool of derivatives of NO (RSNOs) covalently bound to SH groups of proteins and low molecular weight thiols (eg, glutathione) has been identified in various biological systems. The importance of RSNOs results from the very similar biological actions exhibited by both NO and RSNOs in vivo as well as in vitro.
The main problem we encountered was mainly due to the low concentration of RSNOs. Consequently, it is fundamentally important to avoid the NOx contamination that normally occurs in all reagents and water used for the assays (and also from the air). In this sense, all reagents and water were of the highest purity grade available, they were also degassed, and all solutions were always fresh. The reagents were also processed through preparative HPLC to obtain a reagent of the highest grade of purity. Under these conditions, results obtained by all methods used gave convergent values. By spectrophotometry (with Griess reagent), we assessed that RSNO levels are less than 200 nmol/L (which represent the detection limit of the technique); with the aid of HPLC and with either sulfanilamide/NED (Griess reagent) or DAN (fluorescent detection), we found that RSNO concentration is close to 30 to 40 nmol/L. Our results were, therefore, in agreement with recent reports 4, 5 and in contrast with those assessed by Tyurin et al. 6 The reason that Tyurin and colleagues found such a high concentration of RSNOs is probably due to the use of photolysis to free NO from RSNO. This method has been shown to be nonspecific for S-nitrosothiols, also causing NO release from compounds such as nitrite, nitrosamine, and dinitrosyliron complexes.
RSNOs may have many biological functions; the evaluation and the study of their concentration variation under different pathophysiological conditions, as well as after administration of different drugs, could be of fundamental importance. However, a previous careful analysis of the techniques used for RSNO determination must precede every attempt.
